A SEASON OF SUSSEX SOCCER
Feedback received
Quality little book, very nice indeed.
Fantastic book. It's so good to see something like this which highlights why
we all love the game of football for what it is, especially at non-league level
and in Sussex in particular.
Got my copy this morning and it is indeed a cracker!
Packed with great pictures that tell the story of the season around the County
… worth the wait.
Fan-blinking-tastic. Very good coverage of all clubs, quality pics and a really
good monthly summary.
Bloody awesome, really is a well thought out and presented book.
Brilliant. Well done David and Terry for all your hard work compiling it. The
result shows it was well worth it.
Got mine today and it’s fantastic.
Simply a MUST for all fans of Sussex soccer! A brilliant publication.
Clearly masses of work has gone into producing what is a superb snapshot of
last season.
Mine arrived in the post today and what a splendid publication it is. How much
entertainment can you get for a tenner!! Super pics and well balanced
resumee of the season across the county at all levels.
Great book, fantastic content.
An excellent read that we will keep me going for weeks and I will continue to
delve in for many years to come. I do like the broad cross section covered in
this book showing the real grass roots of football. Good quality photographs
and interesting text.

A must. An absolutely excellent read, cracking pictures from the wonderful
world of Sussex football.
Packed with interesting, well taken, top quality photographs. I am sure the
book will interest most football fans and not just those within Sussex.
A lot of marvellous photographs and a great book.
The quality of the photographs is stunning and perfectly capture grass roots
football in all its glory.
Wonderfully atmospheric photographs of forlorn grounds at matches where
the attendance is given as 30.
More than I expected and a very well put together account of last season. It
captures the very essence of our beautiful game and is brilliantly illustrated.
I stand back in admiration. The action shots are excellent and there is
sufficient background including the grounds to make anyone keen on the
stands etc. happy. All colour, the landscape format works - all in all superb.
Brilliant book, great photos!
Hardly put my book down over the weekend. Everytime I look at a photo I see
something fresh.
A fantastic achievement … FANTASTIC publicity for Sussex football. I
managed to visit far more grounds than usual this season and its a great
memory for me.
Overall it’s a very good book … love the concept and content.
Fantastic book … some great pics in it.

